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This book in its Second Edition is a useful, attractive introduction to basic counting techniques for upper
secondary to undergraduate students, as well as teachers. Younger students and lay people who appreciate
mathematics, not to mention avid puzzle solvers, will also find the book interesting. The various problems
and applications here are good for building up proficiency in counting. They are also useful for honing basic
skills and techniques in general problem solving. Many of the problems avoid routine and the diligent reader
will often discover more than one way of solving a particular problem, which is indeed an important
awareness in problem solving. The book thus helps to give students an early start to learning problem-
solving heuristics and thinking skills.

New chapters originally from a supplementary book have been added in this edition to substantially increase
the coverage of counting techniques. The new chapters include the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion, the
Pigeonhole Principle, Recurrence Relations, the Stirling Numbers and the Catalan Numbers. A number of
new problems have also been added to this edition.

Contents:

The Addition Principle●

The Multiplication Principle●

Subsets and Arrangements●

Applications●

The Bijection Principle●

Distribution of Balls into Boxes●

More Applications of (BP)●

Distribution of Distinct Objects into Distinct Boxes●

Other Variations of the Distribution Problem●

The Binomial Expansion●

Some Useful Identities●

Pascal's Triangle●

The Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion●

General Statement of the Principle of Inclusion and Exclusion●

The Pigeonhole Principle●

Recurrence Relations●

The Stirling Numbers of the First Kind●

The Stirling Numbers of the Second Kind●

The Catalan Numbers●

Miscellaneous Problems●

Readership: Teachers and students in high/secondary schools and colleges, and those interested in
combinatorics and graph theory.
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From reader reviews:

Andrew Wilson:

The publication with title Counting posesses a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
advantage after read this book. This specific book exist new know-how the information that exist in this
book represented the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This particular book will bring you in new era of the internationalization. You
can read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Jorge Raines:

You are able to spend your free time you just read this book this publication. This Counting is simple
bringing you can read it in the park, in the beach, train and also soon. If you did not have got much space to
bring the actual printed book, you can buy the particular e-book. It is make you quicker to read it. You can
save the actual book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this
book.

Ida Resler:

In this era which is the greater man or who has ability in doing something more are more valuable than other.
Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you must do is just spending
your time almost no but quite enough to enjoy a look at some books. One of the books in the top checklist in
your reading list is actually Counting. This book which can be qualified as The Hungry Mountains can get
you closer in turning into precious person. By looking right up and review this publication you can get many
advantages.

John McGinnis:

As a college student exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher questioned them to go to the
library in order to make summary for some reserve, they are complained. Just minor students that has
reading's internal or real their interest. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library.
They go to right now there but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that studying is not
important, boring and can't see colorful images on there. Yeah, it is to be complicated. Book is very
important for you personally. As we know that on this age, many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise
word says, many ways to reach Chinese's country. Therefore this Counting can make you sense more
interested to read.
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